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Object-Orientated Filter Design in Spectral Domain
for Polarimetric Weather Radar
Jiapeng Yin , Student Member, IEEE, Christine Unal, and Herman Russchenberg

Abstract— Aiming at removing stationary and moving clutter
while retaining precipitation for dual-polarization weather radar,
a new clutter suppression method, named the object-orientated
spectral polarimetric (OBSpol) filter, is put forward in this paper.
Based on the spectral polarimetric feature and the range-Doppler
continuity of precipitation, the OBSpol filter generates a filtering
mask implemented on the raw range-Doppler spectrogram to
mitigate the clutter and noise. The procedures are as follows.
After the spectral polarimetric filtering and the mathematical
morphology method, one binary mask where “1” indicates the
precipitation is obtained. Then, the contiguous bins of the same
value “1” in the range-Doppler domain are grouped in areas
termed as objects. Whether the produced objects are precipitation or not will be further judged based on appropriate weather
radar observable. Thus, combining all the filtered separate
objects, a filtering mask can be obtained. In this paper, data
collected by the polarimetric Doppler IRCTR drizzle radar are
used to demonstrate and assess the performance of the proposed
technique in the case of ground clutter, narrowband moving
clutter, and noise. Two precipitation cases are examined: 1) moderate precipitation with large scale and 2) light precipitation with
severe clutter contamination. In the range-Doppler spectrogram,
both stationary and narrowband moving clutters are mitigated,
while maintaining nonoverlapping precipitation signal. This helps
to solve the problem when clutter and precipitation overlap
in the time domain. In addition, the OBSpol filter is proven
to be effective with different Doppler velocity resolutions. This
technique can be applied in real-time due to its low computation
complexity. Moreover, the spectral polarimetric filtering can be
designed using the measurements of dual-polarization radar
systems which do not have cross-polar measurements. Hence,
the proposed clutter mitigation technique can be implemented
for operational dual-polarization weather radar.
Index Terms— Dual-polarization weather radar, moving clutter, object-orientated, range-Doppler continuity, real-time clutter
mitigation, spectral-polarimetry, weak precipitation signal.

I. I NTRODUCTION

W

EATHER radar, sensing precipitation with high spatial
and temporal resolution, is well recognized as an
indispensable tool for atmospheric observation [1]. Upgrading
to the polarimetric Doppler ability [2], weather radar can
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simultaneously record microphysical and dynamical features
of precipitation, which largely improves its performance in
quantitative precipitation estimation (QPE) [3], [4]. Weather
radar data have also been used to forecast severe storms
such as tornadoes and hurricanes [5]. In addition, the pluvial
urban flood, which is caused by extreme rainfall and now
a major societal hazard [6], can be predicted using radar
measurements [7]. Not only is monitoring large-intensity precipitation important but also the weak precipitation such as
drizzle. Accurate measurements of drizzle rates will improve
our understanding of cloud lifetime, which is critical to climate
change studies [8].
Generally, the prerequisite of using radar data for the QPE
application is the sufficient measurement accuracy which is
always affected by unwanted echoes, namely, radar clutter.
However, compared with heavy precipitation, light precipitation may be easily removed by clutter mitigation methods.
Hence, effective clutter suppression method should be developed to mitigate the clutter while keeping the precipitation
regardless of its intensity.
Weather radar clutter mainly divides into two categories
according to the Doppler velocity: stationary and nonstationary. One of the well-known stationary clutter (i.e., ground
clutter) mitigation technique is named as the Gaussian model
adaptive processing (GMAP) [9] which is introduced to
resolve the problem when precipitation and ground clutter
overlap. However, when GMAP is implemented on data without ground clutter contamination, it will result in some signal
loss. Hence, ground clutter detection algorithms should be
used before the application of GMAP. Integrating the clutter
detection and filtering in one algorithm, the clutter environment analysis using adaptive processing (CLEAN-AP) is put
forward [10]. Compared with GMAP, CLEAN-AP has a better
clutter suppression performance, and the variance of estimates
is diminished because of the usage of both magnitude and
phase for proper notch width determination [11]. Nonetheless,
GMAP and CLEAN-AP are not mitigation methods for moving clutter such as biomass and vehicles.
The nonstationary clutter for weather radar consists of flying
biomass such as birds and insects, moving sea waves, variable
radio frequency interference, and dynamic wind turbines. The
feature studies of birds and insects are well documented
in [12]–[15]. In addition, combining image processing techniques and the fuzzy logic algorithm, the sea and chaff
clutter mitigation technique is proposed in [16]. The weather
radar performance is significantly deteriorated by wind turbines because of the large-intensity backscattering from the
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large tower and rotating blades [17], [18]. Techniques such
as interpolation [19], [20], signal decomposition [21], and
machine learning [22] are developed to remove the wind turbine clutter. Last but not least, the radio frequency interference
arising from the radio local area network is also an annoying
interference that brings the disturbances such as dots, spokes,
and spikes in the radar plan position indicator (PPI) [23].
Similarly, artifacts caused by the radar system itself also affect
the usage of radar data. Most of the time, the artifacts are
speckles along many range bins in some azimuth directions
in the PPI. Moreover, these speckles are nonstationary when
observed in the Doppler domain, making it impossible to mitigate them with the conventional clutter suppression methods.
These artifacts affect not only the reflectivity but also the
Doppler and polarimetric measurements. For example, artifacts
have influenced the polarimetric Doppler X-band radar IRCTR
drizzle radar (IDRA) since its installation in 2007, which is
well illustrated in [24] and [25]. Also, the high-resolution
polarimetric Doppler X-band radar MESEWI suffers from this
problem [26] and so do the Bonn X-band radar systems [27].
This specific type of moving clutter is studied in this paper.
A novel clutter suppression method named the
object-orientated spectral polarimetric (OBSpol) filter is
proposed to remove both stationary and nonstationary clutters
while retaining as much precipitation as possible regardless
of its intensity. Based on the spectral polarimetric feature and
the range-Doppler continuity of precipitation, the OBSpol
filter is implemented in the range-Doppler spectrogram (i.e.,
one ray in the radar PPI) to mitigate the clutter and noise.
Generally, precipitation is continuous in the range-Doppler
domain, and the OBSpol filter groups the contiguous
bins into different independent objects after the spectral
polarimetric filtering and the mathematical morphology
method. Then, an extra observable is chosen to mitigate the
clutter based on the separated objects. Since the ray-by-ray
clutter mitigation technique is computationally efficient,
it can be implemented in real time. In addition, the selected
spectral polarimetric feature and extra observable can be a
conventional variable of dual-polarization weather radar. Note
that the term “conventional variable” refers to all variables
available from a dual-polarization radar that does not have
cross-polar measurements, including the standard moments
(i.e., reflectivity, Doppler velocity, and spectral width) and
the polarimetric observables (i.e., differential reflectivity,
differential phase, and copolar correlation coefficient). Thus,
the proposed clutter mitigation technique can be designed for
dual-polarization operational weather radar.
Specifically, this paper will focus on the application of
the OBSpol filter to IDRA narrowband clutter (both moving
and stationary) mitigation and weak precipitation preservation.
In this case, the extra observable will be the spectral width.
The IDRA clutter can be also mitigated by a method named the
moving double spectral linear depolarization ratio (MDsLDR)
filter [24]. However, the MDsLDR filter requires measurements of a full-polarimetric weather radar. Hence, it is imperative to investigate one clutter mitigation method to remove the
clutter and keep the weak precipitation for dual-polarization
weather radar without cross-polar measurements. The OBSpol

filter is put forward as an alternative for such a purpose.
Similar spectral processing method, however not polarimetric,
in mitigating ground clutter and narrowband interference for
wind profiler radar is addressed in [28].
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section II,
the spectral polarimetric observables and the details of the
proposed clutter suppression method are introduced. Then,
using IDRA measurements, radar clutter analysis, filter parameter selection, and filter implementation are discussed in
Section III. In Section IV, the OBSpol filter performance
is compared with the MDsLDR filter and evaluated in the
spectrogram and PPI. In addition, the effectiveness of the
OBSpol filter with different Doppler velocity resolutions is
explored. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. O BJECT-O RIENTATED S PECTRAL
P OLARIMETRIC F ILTER
A. Spectral Polarimetric Observables
Based on the combined simultaneous Doppler and polarization information, spectral polarimetry exhibits the microphysical and dynamical properties of the target. This is favorable
to retrieve the atmospheric microphysical information and to
mitigate nonatmospheric echoes. Following the backscatter
alignment convention, the spectral reflectivity which relates
to the range r and Doppler velocity v is expressed as
s Z x y (r, v) = C · s Px y (r, v) · r 2 = C · |Sx y (r, v)|2 · r 2

(1)

where Sx y (r, v) represents the complex Doppler velocity spectrum in range bin r with a transmitted y polarization and a
receiving x polarization, x and y being horizontal polarization
(i.e., h) or vertical polarization (i.e., v). In addition, s Px y (r, v)
is defined as spectral power, and C is the calibration constant.
Accordingly, we can define the spectral differential reflectivity s Z dr , the spectral linear depolarization ratio (sLDR)
sLDRhh and sLDRvv , and the spectral copolar correlation
coefficient sρco as


s Z hh (r, v)
s Z dr (r, v) = 10log10
(2)
s Z (r, v)
 vv

s Z vh (r, v)
sLDRhh (r, v) = 10log10
s Z hh (r, v)


s Z hv (r, v)
sLDRvv (r, v) = 10log10
(3)
s Z vv (r, v)


 Shh (r, v)S ∗ (r, v) 
vv
(4)
sρco (r, v) = 
|Shh (r, v)|2 |Svv (r, v)|2 
where  represents the averaging which is calculated over
a few neighboring range bins or Doppler bins. The latter is
chosen in this paper, specifically a running average of seven
consecutive Doppler bins for this paper. Note that there is
no averaging for other observables except sρco . The averaging makes the spectral polarimetric observables with lower
variability, leading to thresholding technique working better
in precipitation and clutter separation. However, the averaging will also broaden the clutter to its neighboring bins
in the range-Doppler domain, resulting in incomplete clutter
removal.
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s Z dr is a good indicator of the shape of hydrometeors,
and it should be larger than 0 dB for oblate particles such
as raindrops. It has also been investigated for clutter suppression in [29] to separate bird and insect echoes for wind
retrievals. As for sLDRhh and sLDRvv , they are prone to
contamination from clutter and noise, resulting in the increase
of their values. Hence, sLDR can be used to distinguish the
precipitation from clutter and noise. They have been used
to mitigate clutter for an S-band atmospheric radar slantwise or vertically profiling the troposphere [30]. The sLDR
thresholding technique is enhanced for an X-band horizontally scanning radar [24]. However, most dual-polarization
operational weather radar systems (e.g., WSR-88D [31], [32])
cannot measure the cross-polar backscattering. sρco , which
also proved to be an efficient classification observable [33],
is available for most polarimetric radar systems. The spectral
copolar correlation coefficient sρco is very close to 1 for most
hydrometeors and significantly lower than 1 for nonmeteorological scatterers measured by the sidelobes of the antenna.
However, for ground clutter, values of sρco are similar to that
of precipitation while values of sLDR differ. This means that
as a single spectral polarimetric parameter, sLDR is the most
efficient in reducing different types of clutter [30]. To explore
an effective clutter mitigation method for dual-polarization
weather radar without cross-polar measurements, sρco is considered. However, to use sρco for both stationary and moving
clutter mitigation, other techniques should be combined, which
will be described in detail next.
After the spectral polarimetric filtering which is going to
be proposed and discussed in this paper, only the bins representing the atmospheric signal are kept. Then, the standard
moments and polarimetric observables can be calculated. The
reflectivity in range bin r is expressed as

(s Phh (r, v) − s N) · r 2
(5)
Z hh (r ) = C ·
v∈atm

where v ∈ atm signifies that only those Doppler bins that
contain atmospheric signal are used. s N is the spectral noise
for the chosen spectrogram. By grouping all the power bins
of s Phh in a histogram, the power bin related to the largest
number frequency will be regarded as the estimated spectral
noise. The spectrogram-by-spectrogram noise estimation is
inspired in [34], which is proposed to accurately produce
estimates of the system noise power. In addition, the radial
velocity v̄ and spectral width σv can be expressed as
v̄(r ) =
σv (r ) =


1
v · s Z hh (r, v)
Z hh (r ) v∈atm


1
(v − v̄(r ))2 · s Z hh (r, v).
Z hh (r ) v∈atm

(6)
(7)

Finally, the copolar correlation coefficient is defined as



∗


v∈atm Shh (r, v)Svv (r, v)
. (8)
ρco (r ) = 
2
2
v∈atm |Shh (r, v)| 
v∈atm |Svv (r, v)| 
These four radar observables will be evaluated after the
application of the proposed filter in Section IV.

Fig. 1.

Flowchart of the OBSpol filter.

B. Filter Description
Taking advantage of the spectral-polarimetric feature and
the range-Doppler continuity of precipitation, the OBSpol filter
is implemented in the range-Doppler spectrogram. This clutter
mitigation technique contains four steps, and its flowchart
is shown in Fig. 1. The input of the OBSpol filter is the
raw range-Doppler spectrogram while the output will be the
filtered one. The raw range-Doppler spectrogram is obtained
by applying the Fourier transform along the sample time with
a Hamming window.
Step 1: One precipitation mask is obtained by the
spectral polarimetric filtering.
1) sLDR Is Not Available: For dual-polarization radar
systems without cross-polar measurements, the spectral
copolar correlation coefficient sρco is always available.
Filtered by the sρco , the binary mask M sρco ∈ {0, 1}
indicating precipitation is expressed as
M sρco =

1, i f sρco > T1
0, otherwise

(9)

where the threshold T1 can be set based on the clutter and precipitation removal percentage. Since ground
clutter and precipitation have a similar sρco value distribution, M sρco will keep ground clutter, which means
that another ground clutter mitigation method should
be added. The narrow notch filter around 0 ms−1 or
even more advanced techniques such as GMAP and
CLEAN-AP can be used to remove the ground clutter.
With such implementation, a ground clutter mitigation
mask M GCM ∈ {0, 1} where “0” indicates that ground
clutter will be developed. Note that the spectral copolar
correlation coefficient filtering is implemented on the
whole spectrogram while the ground clutter mitigation
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is only concentrated around 0 ms−1 , and the remaining
bins will be set to “1” in M GCM . Then, after the
completion of Step 1, one binary mask M step1 ∈ {0, 1}
can be obtained, expressed as
M step1 = M sρco × M GCM .

(10)

2) sLDR Is Available: For radar systems with
full-polarimetric measurement capability, the sLDR can
be used to mitigate the clutter, moving and stationary.
Then, the binary filtering mask in Step 1 can be directly
obtained and expressed as
M step1 =

1, if sLDRhh < T2 , sLDRvv < T2
0, otherwise

TABLE I
C ONNECTED R ANGE -D OPPLER B INS L ABELING A LGORITHM

(11)

where the threshold T2 is set based on clutter and
precipitation removal percentage.
The precipitation mask M step1 is obtained based on
the spectral polarimetric features of precipitation and
clutter, which may cause some precipitation loss due
to the low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). When the SNR
is low, the spectral polarimetric values of precipitation
and clutter tend to overlap. Using a fixed thresholding
method in Step 1, it may remove weak precipitation.
The relation between spectral polarimetric observable
value distributions and SNR will be given later combined
with radar measurements. In addition, some noise will
be kept, which will be removed in the following steps.
Step 2: The mathematical morphology method is used
to recover the missing precipitation.
The mathematical morphology which is widely used in
the binary image analysis can be used to recover the
missing precipitation. The basic morphological operators
contain erosion, dilation, opening, and closing [35], and
specifically closing is selected here. Closing is defined
as the combination of dilation followed by erosion.
Dilation operator with proper structuring element fills
the holes inside M step1 , but extends the perimeter of
the range-Doppler areas with value “1,” which can be
restored by performing the erosion operator with the
same structuring element. A structuring element is a
shape, used to probe or interact with a given image,
with the purpose of drawing conclusions on how this
shape fits or misses the shapes in the image. In this
paper, the structuring element is selected as a flat disk
of radius r , because precipitation is continuous in the
range-Doppler spectrogram and flat disk is better in
smoothing the precipitation boundaries. The selection
of radius r will be discussed in a systematic way in
Section III. After the completion of Step 2, one binary
mask M st ep2 ∈ {0, 1} is obtained.
Step 3: The contiguous bins having value “1” are integrated into several separate objects.
Taking advantage of the range-Doppler continuity of
precipitation, the contiguous bins of the same values
“1” are grouped in areas in the range-Doppler domain
which are termed as objects. These bins are termed as
connected bins. The basic steps in finding the connected
bins are shown in Table I [36].

Note that the unlabeled bin is a bin not yet attributed to
one object. The flood-fill algorithm is universally used in
the field of image processing to determine the areas connected to a given bin (i.e., a pixel). In the situation of the
binary mask generation, the neighboring bins indicating
“1” of an unlabeled bin “1” will be integrated together
into one object. Depending on whether we consider
contiguous bins touching at the corners connected or
not, two options—eight neighbors and four neighbors—
can be considered. Since precipitation is continuous in
the range-Doppler domain, eight neighbors option is
selected here. After objects are separated, they are sorted
in area descending order going from the largest area to
the smallest one, as O = [O1 , O2 , . . . , O N ]. Normally,
precipitation is continuous in the range-Doppler spectrogram, and it has two properties: 1) large area sizes
and 2) limited numbers of objects. Hence, only a limited
number of separated objects that exhibit the largest areas
in O will be chosen for processing in Step 4.
Step 4: Extra observable is used to produce the filtering
mask.
The sorted objects in O will be taken one by one and
further classified as precipitation or not. Inspired by the
better performance of the object-orientated technique
in remote sensing data analysis than the pixel-based
technique [38], we propose similar object-orientated
precipitation and clutter separation technique. In addition to spectral polarimetric observable values, other
information, such as shape, can be also used in the new
filter design. Therefore, it can take full advantage of
the range-Doppler continuity property of precipitation
in the filter design. If the selected objects in O contain
both precipitation and clutter, it means that they have
similar spectral polarimetric observable values and area
sizes. Thus, separation should be performed with extra
observables to further remove the clutter. Which observables should be combined to complete the precipitation
and clutter separation depends on the type of clutter and
its property. For a given Oi ∈ O, the filtered mask is
expressed as M Oi . After the extra observable filtering,
the filtered separate objects are integrated as one mask
expressed as
M step4 =

N


M Oi .

(12)

i=1

M step4 ∈ {0, 1} is the final mask applied to the raw
range-Doppler spectrogram to remove the clutter and
noise and preserve the precipitation. One scenario will
be studied in detail using radar data in Section III.
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Reflectivity PPI of IDRA. Data measured at 13:00 UTC on August 22, 2014. (a) Raw Z hh . (b) Z hh after standard processing.

Fig. 3. Spectral polarimetric observables of IDRA. Data are related to Ray 68 of the measurements at 13:00 UTC on August 22, 2014. (a) Spectral
power s Phh . (b) Spectral copolar correlation coefficient sρco . (c) Spectral differential reflectivity s Z dr . (d) sLDRhh . (e) sLDRvv .

III. A PPLICATION TO R ADAR DATA
A. Radar Clutter Analysis
The X-band polarimetric Doppler IDRA observes continuously the atmosphere [39], and it updates its measurements
shown in near real-time online [40] with a rotation rate 1 rpm.
All the data collected by this horizontally scanning radar
from April 2009 up to now can be accessed on the website
named 4TU.center for Research Data [41]. However, IDRA
has been affected by narrowband moving clutter (also termed
as artifacts) since its installation in 2007, which is well

documented in [24] and [25]. The specifications of the linear
frequency-modulated continuous waveform (FMCW) radar are
shown in Table II. Note that the number of sweeps, which is
the terminology for FMCW radar, is equivalent to the number
of pulses for pulse radar.
The raw PPI of one radar measurement at 13:00 UTC on
August 22, 2014 is shown in Fig. 2(a). In addition, the PPI
after the standard clutter suppression processing is shown
in Fig. 2(b) for a comparison. The standard processing is
carried out in the range-Doppler domain. It consists of a
narrow notch filter centered around 0 ms−1 and the double
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TABLE II
IDRA S PECIFICATIONS [39]. B OLDFACE : PARAMETERS U SED
FOR THE O PERATIONAL M ODE

sLDR filter [30]. Furthermore, a spectral noise clipping technique is implemented. It keeps the Doppler bins related to a
spectral power at least 3 dB above the spectral noise level.
Finally, Doppler spectra containing less than 2% of valid
Doppler bins are discarded. From Fig. 2(b), the remaining
artifacts are indicated in some azimuths. It means that the
standard processing is ineffective at artifact removal. Actually,
the azimuths displaying artifacts are not fixed among different
PPIs from the long-term observation.
To take a closer look at the raw range-Doppler spectrogram
(i.e., one ray in radar PPI), Ray 68 is extracted and the spectral
polarimetric observables are shown in Fig. 3. Recall that in
Section II-A, averaging is not carried out to obtain s Phh , s Z dr ,
sLDRhh , and sLDRvv ; however, a running average of seven
consecutive Doppler bins is used for sρco . The properties of
artifacts can be observed as follows: 1) nonstationary in the
Doppler domain; 2) randomly appearing in some range bins;
3) parts of its intensity larger than that of weak precipitation;
and 4) similar spectral polarimetric features with precipitation.
These features make it difficult to suppress this specific clutter
for weather radar. Furthermore, Range bin 468 (e.g., 14 km) is
taken and its power spectrum, sρco spectrum and sLDRvv spectrum are plotted as shown in Fig. 4. As is observed, the power
intensity of ground clutter and some artifacts is higher than
that of precipitation. After integrating the whole Doppler
bins resulting in one reflectivity value, the true reflectivity of
precipitation will be biased by the artifacts and ground clutter.
Fortunately, the spectral width of artifacts and ground clutter is
much narrower compared with that of precipitation, which can
be used as the extra observable in Step 4 for the OBSpol filter
design. Moreover, sρco values of precipitation and clutter are
inseparable, which is different from that of noise. When sρco
is chosen, another technique should be combined to mitigate
the ground clutter. While precipitation has different sLDRvv
values from that of clutter and noise, indicating sLDR as a
powerful clutter and precipitation separation observable.
As is mentioned in Section I, the MDsLDR filter is put forward to remove the narrowband clutter (i.e., radar artifacts and
ground clutter) for full-polarimetric weather radar. Based on
the difference of the spectral polarimetric feature and the spectral continuity between precipitation and clutter, the method
is proven to be effective and its performance is verified by
data collected in different scenarios. However, the limitation
of applying the MDsLDR filter in dual-polarization weather
radar which does not measure cross-polar backscattering is

Fig. 4. Observable spectra of Range bin 468 (e.g., 14 km). (a) Spectral
power s Phh . (b) Spectral copolar correlation coefficient sρco . (c) sLDRvv .

the sLDR measurements. The OBSpol filter proposed in this
paper is used to fill the gap and the performance of the two
filters will be compared and discussed in detail next.
B. Parameter Selection
Retaining the precipitation and removing the clutter is
always a tradeoff. In Step 1 of the OBSpol filter, for
dual-polarization weather radar without cross-polar measurements, the spectral copolar correlation coefficient sρco is used
as the spectral polarimetric observable for nonmeteorological scatterer mitigation. Furthermore, the notch filter around
0 ms−1 is used to generate the ground clutter mitigation
mask M GCM . Note that Doppler velocities between −0.23 and
0.23 ms−1 (i.e., 13 Doppler bins for IDRA operational mode
with 512 sweeps for Doppler processing) are used to generate
the M GCM , which is based on the statistical analysis of spectral
width of ground clutter. The selection of the thresholds T1
and T2 is based on the precipitation and clutter removal
percentage [24], [30], specifically T1 = 0.95 and T2 = −7 dB.
Considering Ray 8 and Ray 68 of raw PPI in Fig. 2(a),
the true precipitation areas are manually selected in the
range-Doppler spectrogram, and the sρco and sLDR (i.e.,
sLDRhh and sLDRvv ) value distributions versus SNR are
calculated, as shown in Fig. 5. Note that since the filter design
is implemented in the spectral domain, SNR is defined as
SNR(r ) =

v (s Phh (r, v)
v

sN

− s N)

.
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Spectral polarimetric observable distributions of precipitation versus SNR. (a) sρco . (b) sLDRhh and sLDRvv .

Therefore, for each range bin, we can calculate one SNR and it
corresponds to several spectral polarimetric observable values.
The estimation of noise is based on the noise measurements by
the radar system. From Fig. 5(a) and (b), it is concluded that
both sρco and sLDR have larger distributions with the decrease
of SNR. This means that using sρco and sLDR as the spectral
polarimetric filtering observables in weather radar may cause
some weak precipitation loss. Hence, other techniques should
be included to preserve weak precipitation. In this paper,
we aim to propose one technique for dual-polarization weather
radar which does not measure cross-polar backscattering,
so the focus is on the combination of the sρco filtering and
notch filter around 0 ms−1 .
For the parameter selection next, Ray 68 of raw PPI
in Fig. 3(a) is chosen as the study case. In Step 2, the structuring element is chosen as the flat disk of radius r which will be
discussed here. First, we define Pd as the detection probability
of precipitation which is the ratio between the precipitation
areas after Step 2 and the true precipitation areas
Pd =

Ns
Ns + N f

(14)

where Ns is the number of precipitation bins successfully
identified and N f is the number of precipitation bins classified
as clutter and noise. The false alarm rate (detecting the clutter
and noise) P f a is defined as the clutter and noise areas after
Step 2 divided by the true nonprecipitation ones
Pf a

Ni
=
NT − Ns − N f

Fig. 6.

Structuring element size versus Pd and P f a .

r = 3 is the turning point where the detection probability of
precipitation is sufficient while keeping low false alarm rate.
Based on this analysis, the structuring element size r is chosen
to be 3.
Finally, in Step 4, the extra observable selected for IDRA
precipitation and artifact separation is the spectral width.
In general, precipitation is the distributed target with large
spectral width. On the contrary, artifacts are narrowband
moving clutter with limited spectral width, specifically the
largest Doppler spectral width L observed equals five Doppler
bins (about 20 cms−1 ) for IDRA in the operational mode.
Considering the mathematical morphology adopted in Step 2,
the threshold T3 for the spectral width selection will be
T3 = L + 2 × r

(16)

(15)

where NT is the total bin number of the chosen spectrogram,
and Ni is the number of clutter and noise bins classified as
precipitation. The relations between the calculated Pd and P f a
and different structuring element size r are shown in Fig. 6.
Normally, with the increase of radius r , both Pd and P f a will
increase, which is consistent in this figure. On the one hand,
when the radius r is in the interval of [1, 3], Pd increases
rapidly while P f a increases slowly. On the other hand, when
r is in the interval of [3, 7], the situation is opposite. Thus,

where r is the structuring element size determined in Step 2.
Hence, we have T3 = 11 (about 42 cms−1 ). It means that
for the separated objects obtained in Step 3, those range bins
related to one object whose spectral width is less than T3
will be discarded. Therefore, dealiasing of the Doppler spectra
should be carried out before this filtering technique to avoid
the presence of narrowband precipitation Doppler spectra due
to Doppler aliasing. Note that the calculation of the filtered
spectral width in each range bin is by summing up the binary
separated objects along the Doppler domain.
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Output range-Doppler masks after each step of the flowchart. (a) Step 1. (b) Step 2. (c)–(g) Step 3. (h) Step 4.

The above-mentioned analysis provides the parameter selection for the OBSpol filter applying to the IDRA data in the
case of narrowband clutter (both moving and stationary).
C. Implementation
With the set of the selected parameters, the implementation
of the OBSpol filter will be given step by step according to the
flowchart in Fig. 1. The results are the binary spectrograms,
as shown in Fig. 7 where white color represents precipitation
and the red contour represents the true precipitation obtained
by manual selection. First, in Step 1, the sρco filtering and
the notch filter around 0 ms−1 are combined to generate the
binary filtering mask. From Fig. 7(a), the range-Doppler mask
after the spectral polarimetric filtering is not sufficient because
of the remaining artifacts and noise. In addition, there are
some missing points inside the precipitation areas. Second,
with the mathematical morphology in Step 2, Fig. 7(b) shows
the recovery of the missing precipitation, but also an increase
in artifacts and noise. Third, the connected range-Doppler
bins are integrated into several separate objects as shown
in Fig. 7(c)–(g), where their subtitles represent the descending
orders in areas, namely, from the largest area to the smallest

one. As is mentioned in Section II, a limited number of separated objects that exhibit the largest areas will be chosen for
the next process, and here, only the top five are shown because
only the fifth one [i.e., Fig. 7(g)] contains some isolated noise.
The number of separate objects chosen for next step should not
be too small; otherwise, it will cause precipitation loss. Neither
should it be too large, otherwise it will keep extra artifacts or
noise, which is not a problem because they can be removed by
the extra observable filtering in Step 4 (i.e., the spectral width).
For the empirical setting, we select the top eight objects for
next step processing. Note that Fig. 7(c) and (e) show the
situations where precipitation and artifacts overlap. Finally,
with the spectral width filtering, and integrating all the filtered
areas in one mask as indicated by (12), we obtain Fig. 7(h)
as the filtering mask on the raw range-Doppler spectrogram.
There is some signal loss around 4 km, and this originates from
the Doppler aliasing which separates one precipitation area
into two parts. It is expected that the signal loss problem can
be avoided with proper dealiasing technique [42] which will
integrate the separated precipitation as a whole and increase
the spectral width. Note that the OBSpol filter cannot resolve
the situation when precipitation and clutter overlap.
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Fig. 8. Qualitative performance comparison between MDsLDR and OBSpol filters. (a) Raw s Phh spectrogram. (b) MDsLDR-filtered s Phh spectrogram. (c)
OBSpol-filtered s Phh spectrogram.

IV. F ILTER P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
A. Spectrogram Analysis
In this section, the performance of the OBSpol filter applied
to IDRA measurements will be further discussed qualitatively
and quantitatively comparing with one existing filter named
the MDsLDR filter. The results of the MDsLDR filter and
the OBSpol filter implemented on the raw range-Doppler
spectrogram s Phh in Fig. 3(a) are shown in Fig. 8. Note
that raw spectrogram s Phh means spectrogram without any
processing. From Fig. 8(b) and (c), it is clear that both
filters can remove the artifacts, ground clutter, and noise,
while the OBSpol filter outperforms in keeping more weak
signal. However, it retains some artifacts that overlap with
precipitation.
To quantify the filter performance, the SNR is calculated and
shown in Fig. 9(a). It can be concluded that both MDsLDR
filter and OBSpol filter can retain the precipitation when the
SNR is larger than 2 dB. When the SNR is smaller than
2 dB, sometimes, there is some signal missing in the MDsLDR
filter and there is no such problem with the OBSpol filter
[see the black arrows “signal loss” in Fig. 9(a)]. Furthermore,
the power difference between the filtered one and the true one
is obtained in Fig. 9(b). Note that the true power is obtained by
the manual selection of precipitation in the raw range-Doppler
spectrogram. The maximum power difference for the OBSpol
filter is around 5 dB while that of the MDsLDR filter is 10 dB.
Note that such conclusion is given based on the premise that
the true SNR is smaller than 0 dB which usually corresponds
to light precipitation or drizzle.
Finally, the root-mean-square error (RMSE) is used to quantify the filtering performance. Supposing a given spectrogram,
where we have R range bins with precipitation, the RMSE of

a specific observable X can be expressed as
δX = 

R
1  tru
(X (r ) − X est (r ))2
R

(17)

r=1

where X tru (r ) is the true observable value in the r th range
bin, which is manually selected, and X est (r ) is the filtered
observable value in the r th range bin. Note that the observable X can be reflectivity Z hh , radial velocity v̄, spectral
width σv , and copolar correlation coefficient ρco . The δ Z hh
and δρco of the MDsLDR filter are 2.58 dBZ and 0.063 while
that of the OBSpol filter are 2.06 dBZ and 0.100 for this
spectrogram (i.e., Ray 68). The RMSE difference is due to
the precipitation loss in the MDsLDR filter and the artifacts
preservation in the OBSpol filter, both of which are labeled
in Fig. 8. The RMSE of the v̄ and σv are not provided because
the chosen spectrogram is Doppler aliased which will bring in
bias. Note that the SNR interval of the chosen spectrogram
is [−15 dB, 23 dB] which includes weak and moderate
precipitation. To quantify further these observables, we use
another data (measured at 02:00 UTC on July 01, 2011) which
do not have the problem of Doppler aliasing. Continuous rays
from Ray 45 to Ray 54 are considered and the true values are
manually selected. These rays are selected because clutter and
precipitation do not overlap in order to estimate properly the
true values of precipitation. The results are shown in Table III.
In addition, the SNR histogram of the chosen data is displayed
in Fig. 10. Distributed in the interval of [−15 dB, 43 dB],
the selected data contain weak, moderate, and strong precipitation. In general, both the OBSpol filter and the MDsLDR
filter have good performance, specifically the average δ Z hh is
within 1.00 dBZ, the average δ v̄ within 0.15 m/s, the average
δσv within 0.50 m/s and the average δρco within 0.020.
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Fig. 9. Quantitative performance comparison between MDsLDR and OBSpol filters. (a) SNR calculation in different range bins. (b) Power difference after
MDsLDR and OBSpol filters.

TABLE III
RMSE OF R ADAR O BSERVABLES

The OBSpol filter outperforms the MDsLDR filter in all the
observables when clutter and precipitation do not overlap and
Doppler dealiasing had been performed. It means that the
OBSpol filter has a better performance in weak precipitation
preservation.
B. PPI Analysis
For operational weather radar systems, the filtered observables are required to display in real time in the radar
PPI. To test the real-time capability of the proposed technique, both the MDsLDR and OBSpol filters are applied to
the data collected at 13:00 UTC on August 22, 2014 and
their results are given in Fig. 11. Compared with the PPI
after the standard processing shown in Fig. 2(b), both the
MDsLDR filter [i.e., Fig. 11(a)] and the OBSpol filter
[i.e., Fig. 11(b)] have better performance in artifact removal,
while the OBSpol-filtered PPI performs better in weak precipitation preservation. One example is the Ray 68 (i.e., Fig. 8)
which corresponds to the spectrogram analyzed mentioned
above. It is not easy to obtain the true precipitation for the
selected data, and the ray-by-ray output check is done to
further verify the better performance of the OBSpol filter in
keeping weak precipitation signal. All the following cases are

Fig. 10.

SNR histogram of the chosen data for RMSE evaluation.

met: precipitation with narrowband clutter and precipitation
with ground clutter. Note that the implementation of the
MDsLDR and OBSpol filters takes 18.2 and 28.1 s for the
whole PPI using MATLAB 2016b in a Window 7 desktop PC
with a 3.6-GHz Intel Xeon E5-1620 CPU and 16-GB RAM in
this case. Hence, both algorithms can be implemented in real
time.
To further quantify the filtering performance of the OBSpol
filter in the PPI, the clutter suppression ratio (CSR) is
calculated and plotted in Fig. 11(c). In principle, CSR
is the filtered reflectivity subtracted from the raw one.
The maximum CSR is 54.7 dB for the case occurred at
13:00 UTC on August 22, 2014. Furthermore, the scatter
MDsLDR and the
plot of the MDsLDR-filtered reflectivity Z hh
OBSpol
OBSpol-filtered reflectivity Z hh
is shown in Fig. 11(d).
Most of the time, when the reflectivity is less than 10 dBZ,
OBSpol
MDsLDR . This is because the OBSpol
is larger than Z hh
Z hh
filter has better ability in retaining weak precipitation. As for
OBSpol
MDsLDR ,
is smaller than Z hh
the unexpected cases where Z hh
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Fig. 11. Performance comparison between MDsLDR and OBSpol filters. Data measured at 13:00 UTC on August 22, 2014. (a) Z hh after the MDsLDR
filter. (b) Z hh after the OBSpol filter. (c) CSR distribution of the OBSpol filter. (d) Scatter plot of the MDsLDR-filtered Z hh and the OBSpol-filtered Z hh .
(e) Raw s Phh spectrogram of Ray 51. (f) MDsLDR-filtered s Phh spectrogram. (g) OBSpol-filtered s Phh spectrogram.

the main reason is the presence of residual ground clutter
after the MDsLDR filtering, which is illustrated by Ray 51 in
Fig. 11(e)–(g), respectively. Note that both techniques cannot
resolve the problem when precipitation and clutter overlap.
In that case when precipitation the data are discarded by
filtering like at 0 ms−1 for Ray 51, the radar observables

are presently estimated without interpolation procedure in the
spectrogram.
C. Other Case Study
To further assess the performance of the OBSpol filter,
a case with severe artifacts is considered. The case occurred
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Fig. 12. Performance comparison between MDsLDR and OBSpol filters. Data measured at 12:00 UTC on January 15, 2016. (a) Raw Z hh . (b) Z hh after
standard processing. (c) Z hh after MDsLDR filter. (d) Z hh after OBSpol filter. (e) Raw s Phh spectrogram of Ray 70. (f) MDsLDR-filtered s Phh spectrogram.
(g) OBSpol-filtered s Phh spectrogram. (h) Scatter plot of MDsLDR-filtered Z hh and OBSpol-filtered Z hh . (i) CSR distribution of the OBSpol filter.

at 12:00 UTC on January 15, 2016. The raw PPI and the one
after the standard processing are shown in Fig. 12(a) and (b).
It can be observed that the influence of artifacts on radar PPI

are severe and artifacts cannot be removed by the standard
processing. The PPI of Z hh after the MDsLDR filter and
the OBSpol filter are shown in Fig. 12(c) and (d). From this
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Fig. 13. OBSpol filter applied to radar data with different Doppler velocity resolutions. Data measured at 13:00 UTC on August 22, 2016. (a) s Phh
spectrogram with sweep number 512. (b) s Phh spectrogram with sweep number 256. (c) s Phh sectrogram with sweep number 128. (d) s Phh spectrogram
with sweep number 64. (e) PPI with sweep number 128. (f) PPI with sweep number 64.

figure, it can be concluded that both the OBSpol filter and the
MDsLDR filter can mitigate artifacts while the OBSpol filter
can preserve more weak precipitation. Just based on the PPI
of Z hh , it is difficult to determine whether the added signal
is precipitation or not. Hence, the ray-by-ray inspection has
been implemented. Here, Ray 70 is used as an example, and
its raw MDsLDR-filtered and OBSpol-filtered spectrograms
are presented in Fig. 12(e)–(g), respectively.

From Fig. 12(e), it is obvious that the measurement is
severely contaminated by narrowband moving artifacts. Both
the MDsLDR and OBSpol filters can remove the nonstationary
artifacts, the noise, and the ground clutter, and they can keep
the precipitation having moderate SNR. However, less weak
precipitation is preserved after the MDsLDR filtering, while
the OBSpol filter can keep the weak precipitation locating
on the edge of the precipitation area. This is confirmed
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TABLE IV
PARAMETER S ELECTION FOR D IFFERENT D OPPLER V ELOCITY R ESOLUTIONS

by the scatter plot of the MDsLDR-filtered Z hh and the
OBSpol-filtered Z hh in Fig. 12(h). Finally, the histogram of
the CSR of the OBSpol filter is shown in Fig. 12(i). Note that
the maximum CSR, in this case, is 58.3 dB.
D. Impact of Doppler Velocity Resolution
The operational weather radars tend to have shorter dwell
time due to the requirement of faster updating atmospheric
changes. This tendency means that the proposed clutter mitigation technique should also work with smaller pulse numbers.
This section will further verify the effectiveness of the OBSpol
filter regarding different Doppler velocity resolutions.
Since the total sweep number of one IDRA PPI NPPI is
fixed, and it meets
NPPI = NRay × NDoppler

(18)

where NRay is total ray number in the PPI and NDoppler is the
sweep number chosen for Doppler processing. To get the same
data for comparison, the increasing multiple of the ray number
is the same as the decreasing multiple of sweep number for
Doppler processing in the data selection.
Using the same data measured at 13:00 UTC on August 22,
2014 which is obtained in the operational mode (i.e., pulse repetition frequency around 2.4 kHz), we set the sweep number
NDoppler to 512, 256, 128, and 64 for the Doppler processing
to explore the OBSpol filter performance. Ray 68, Ray 136,
Ray 272, and Ray 544 are considered for the parameter
selection which obeys the same principle of Section III-B,
as shown in Table IV. Note that the selection of L is obtained
by the observation of the spectral width of the narrowband
moving clutter. While the decrease of T1 is due to the smaller
sweep number selected for Doppler processing which means
the spectral SNR is decreasing, leading to a decrease of the
spectral copolar correlation coefficient.
With the parameter selection in Table IV, another ray than
the study case Ray 68 is evaluated and the spectrogram results
of Ray 62, Ray 124, Ray 248, and Ray 496 related to different
Doppler velocity resolutions are shown in Fig. 13(a)–(d),
respectively. In addition, the filtered PPIs with sweep number
128 and 64 are shown in Fig. 13(e) and (f). From these results,
we can conclude that with the decrease of Doppler velocity
resolution, the performance of keeping weak precipitation also
degrades. The reason is that the OBSpol filter, taking advantage of range-Doppler continuity of precipitation, will perform
better with more data in the range-Doppler spectrogram.
However, qualitatively acceptable results in preserving the
precipitation and removing narrowband clutter (both moving
and stationary) and noise can still be obtained in all the

situations. This shows the potential that the OBSpol filter can
be used for different Doppler velocity resolutions.
V. C ONCLUSION
Aiming at removing both stationary and moving clutter
and retaining precipitation for dual-polarization weather radar
which does not measure cross-polar backscattering, this paper
puts forward a new clutter suppression method named the
OBSpol filter. Taking advantage of the spectral polarimetric
feature and the range-Doppler continuity of precipitation,
the OBSpol filter is implemented in the range-Doppler spectrogram to mitigate the clutter and noise. The filter is divided
into four steps. First, the spectral polarimetric observables
are utilized to generate one binary mask where “1” indicates
the precipitation. In Step 2, the mathematical morphology
method is used to recover the missing precipitation areas
of the obtained mask. Based on the reconstructed mask in
Step 2, the contiguous bins having values “1” are selected
and integrated into several separate objects in Step 3. Next,
in Step 4, whether the produced objects are precipitation or
not will be further decided based on an appropriate observable.
Thus, a filtering mask can be obtained by summing up
the filtered separated objects, which is implemented on the
raw range-Doppler spectrogram to keep the precipitation and
remove the clutter and noise.
The OBSpol filter can be very general due to different
spectral polarimetric filtering strategies in Step 1 and different
observable selection in Step 4, which depend on the type of
clutter encountered and based on the clutter feature study.
The OBSpol filter is a spectrogram-by-spectrogram clutter
mitigation technique which integrates clutter detection and
filtering together. In this paper, the OBSpol filter is specifically designed for narrowband clutter (both stationary and
moving) mitigation in the polarimetric Doppler radar IDRA.
In the situation of IDRA which simulates dual-polarization
radar without cross-polar measurements, the spectral copolar
correlation coefficient filtering and the notch filter around
0 ms−1 are combined in Step 1 and the extra observable
in Step 4 is the spectral width. The OBSpol filter can
remove the ground clutter, the noise, and the moving artifacts,
which are not overlapping with precipitation. In the cases
where clutter mixes with precipitation, other techniques should
be combined. Compared with one existing method, namely,
the MDsLDR filter, both filters can remove narrowband clutter
(i.e., ground clutter and moving artifacts) and noise, and they
tend to have the same performance in keeping precipitation
with a reflectivity larger than 10 dBZ, while OBSpol filter
is better in weak precipitation preservation due to the more
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advanced signal processing technique adopted in the filter
design. Two precipitation cases—1) moderate precipitation
with large scale and 2) light precipitation with severe artifact
contamination—are used to assess the performance and make
the comparison.
There are several advantages of the OBSpol filter. Apart
from the good performance in clutter mitigation and precipitation preservation, this technique is easy to implement,
and it has relatively low computation complexity. In addition,
the spectral polarimetric features can be the observables of
dual-polarization weather radar without cross-polar measurements. Last but not least, the OBSpol filter can be used with
different Doppler velocity resolutions. Hence, the OBSpol
filter can be applied in real-time for dual-polarization operational weather radar. It is foreseeable that the OBSpol filter
can be extended to remove different types of weather radar
clutter with proper observable selection. However, the OBSpol
filter cannot resolve the problem when precipitation is mixed
with clutter. It is expected that in absence of moving clutter
when precipitation overlaps with ground clutter, the GMAP,
or CLEAN-AP will perform better than the OBSpol filter.
More research can be done in these directions in the future.
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